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Chapter 6. Stateful Web-application Interface Language

6.7. Related Work

Transformations for Security
Some interfaces adapt their appearance in response to security requirements. When untrusted
Java applets spawn top-level windows they are specially marked to warn the user that they are
not local applications. The Trusted Computing Group initiative [162]12 places each application
into one of two groups: a low-security group and a high-security group. The high-security
applications are trusted to access resources like encryption keys used to secure digital content.
High-security applications needing to ask the user for sensitive details (e.g. passwords) are
able to establish a trusted path to the screen and keyboard. The aim is to prevent low-security
applications from being able to fool the user by forging convincing-looking password dialogs
or simply record key-presses. Whereas Java applets are marked with words like “untrusted”
to warn the user, a TPCA high-security application will be marked with some special marking
known only to the user to provide some reassurance that the application is genuine. Effectively
the marking would be a shared secret between the application and the user.
User Interface transformations are common on existing web-sites. Some bulletin-boards
transform the appearance of links, specially marking those which are written by users. This
prevents users unknowingly clicking on links of the form:
<a href="http://malicious.com/">http://good.com/</a>
which causes the text http://good.com/ to be displayed on the page but when the link is
clicked the actual URI fetched is http://malicious.com/. When combined with clientside Javascript code capable of hiding the real URI bar (containing the give-away URI http:
//www.malicious.com/) and HTML designs which mimic the appearance of the browser,
a user might be tricked into thinking that the page loaded from http://www.malicious.
com/ really is http://good.com/.
Finally, it is important that any security-related interface transformations are never relied
upon in isolation. A user of a program with a visible security marking will inevitably grow to
trust that feature, increasing the potential for disaster should that feature be subverted. A case
in point is the typical web-browser “padlock” icon displayed on the screen when the browser is
using HTTPS i.e. HTTP over SSL. The padlock is intended to convey the fact to the user that the
site can be trusted; that its identity was confirmed and all communication is encrypted. However
the SSL specification [53] allows ciphers to be renegotiated at any time and the NULL cipher is
always supported13 . It is possible for an HTTPS server to request the NULL encryption cipher
at any point — with the result that the data is not protected but the padlock icon is displayed.
Comparison with other UI transformation schemes
The dynamic response transformation described in Section 6.5.1 exists in a different niche to
most of the interface transformations presented in this section. It is not intended to be exclusively used as part of the application design process; rather it is intended both to be used to help
design new applications as well as to be externally imposed to fix pre-existing applications.
The transformation system proposed in this chapter is built on top of HTML transformations, similar to those needed to make web-applications usable on small screen devices like
PDAs. However, rather than remove unnecessary features (which do not fit on screen) we remove illegal features which would lead to a security policy violation.
12

Also known as “Trusted computing”, “trustworthy computing”, “safer computing”, “TPCA”, “Palladium” and
even “treacherous computing” depending on who you talk to.
13
It is needed at the beginning before another cipher has been negotiated.
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The security related transformations are similar in spirit to the transformation scheme proposed in this chapter. However there are a number of key differences: (i) the system described
here abstracts policy from the application code rather than entangling the two together; (ii) the
transformation system does not need to be foolproof – even if a bad link is selected the request
will still be blocked by the application-level firewall; and (iii) the policy here is dynamic and
may be adjusted according to demand (e.g. it is possible to disable temporarily a part of an
application while maintenance is being performed on it14 ).
6.7.6

Building web-applications using continuations

Several people have suggested making use of continuations to structure web programs [76, 131].
For example, Graunke et al [76] propose a system where, whenever an application wishes to
interact with a user it stores its current execution context as a continuation—encrypted and
protected with a MAC (to prevent tampering)—on the client-side in a form. Users are free
to save the continuation-carrying forms to disk and revisit them at any arbitrary time in the
future. Users can effectively backtrack to any interaction point as if they were running the
whole application within a timetravel debugger [26]. In the system proposed by Graunke et al
even application mutable state is stored on the client-side within cookies.
Such a scheme works well provided applications are fundamentally free of server-side sideeffects; i.e. they must not rely on any mutable state on the server. Once some server state has
been introduced (e.g. in the form of an e-commerce transaction log) then the user needs to be
prevented from backtracking to a point before the state was last updated, otherwise they might
see a stale view of the application and become confused. The strength of the work presented
in this chapter is that nomatter which languages – recall a web-application might consist of
multiple components written in different languages – are used to create the actual application,
control over backtracking can be implemented using a SWIL policy and server-state can be
protected.

6.8

Summary

This chapter presented SWIL, a language intended to protect applications from forcefulbrowsing attacks. SWIL specifies the acceptable order of web-application interface function
invocations as that accepted by a deterministic finite state automaton. A translation from SWIL
into P ROMELA was presented allowing SWIL policies to be analysed statically by the S PIN
model-checker before being dynamically interpreted by an application-level firewall. More implementation details are forthcoming in the following chapter.
To facilitate creating complex SWIL policies, an embedding of SWIL into O’Caml was
created, called the SWIL Meta-programming System. This system allows the generation, manipulation and combination of SWIL program fragments forming complete SWIL programs.
As well as simply blocking requests in violation of the installed policy, the system proposed
here is able to perform dynamic interface transformation. Links and forms contained within
application HTML responses may be analysed and those which are determined to inevitably
lead to a future policy error state are removed.
Finally, to demonstrate the utility of the system described in this chapter, an extended case
study was presented based on a hypothetical e-commerce web-site. Suitable policy to protect
the application was created and a number of useful properties statically checked with S PIN.
14

Although a realistic system would likely need some mechanism for telling users why the interface elements
are disabled and for how long the restriction might last.
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Chapter 7

Implementation
This chapter describes the implementation of the application-level policy systems described in
this thesis. The policies described here fall into two categories: policies governing application mobility and application interfaces. Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 described the Unified Spatial
Model (USM) and the Mobility Restriction Policy Language respectively. Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 described SPDL-2 and SWIL, two policy languages for securing vulnerable application
interfaces. Mirroring this split, this chapter is also divided into two parts: Section 7.1 addresses
mobility and Section 7.2 addresses interface policies. This chapter also includes details of a
new policy mechanism known as mobility enforcement policies. These policies are written as
simple Java classes and embody a particular movement strategy (e.g. “the agent should always
run in the same room as person X”). Object instances of the classes are associated with individual sentient mobile applications – applications which automatically sense their environment
and react accordingly. Like the other policy systems described in this thesis, these new policies
are abstract specifications which may be placed in a library and shared between multiple clients.

7.1

Mobility

Earlier Chapter 3 described a spatial model capable of simultaneously representing the locations of physical entities such as people and virtual entities such as mobile agents. The model
was used as the basis for a new kind of policy: the mobility restriction policies described in
Chapter 4.
This section describes a Java-based implementation framework comprising of (i) a spatial
middleware system maintaining a world model in the style of Chapter 3; (ii) client and serverside support for implementing the security policies of Chapter 4; and (iii) a new kind of mobile
agent policy known as mobility enforcement policy used to cause an agent to move in response
to external stimuli. The structure of the framework is depicted graphically in Figure 7.1.
The implementation is described in two parts. First, Section 7.1.1 begins the description of the spatial middleware system known as the WOrld Reaction and Modelling Service
(WORMS). The model supports a plug-in architecture. Plug-in modules are used to connect the
middleware to external location systems and to help implement mobility restriction policies.
The middleware is designed to be location-system agnostic; adding support for a new locationsystem simply involves writing a new plug-in module. As well as passively monitoring the state
of the world, the middleware is capable of taking action to programmatically create, destroy
and move certain kinds of entities. This facility is used by a mobility policy plug-in to enforce
the mobility restriction policies of Chapter 4.
Section 7.1.2 continues the discussion with a description of the software running inside the
mobile agent servers. This code is divided into three parts, drawn separately on the diagram in
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Figure 7.1: The structure of the system designed to implement mobility security policies. Note
in particular the react interface of the SPIRIT plugin is greyed out (i.e. disabled); this is explained later in the text.
Figure 7.1:
1. a Manager module which communicates directly with the WORMS Aglet plug-in;
2. a Mobility Policy module which implements the new mobility enforcement policies; and
3. Untrusted Agent Code comprising the rest of the agent code written by the user.
Recall from Chapter 4 that the mobility restriction policies were designed to influence the movements of mobile agents by either (i) blocking migration requests; or (ii) taking corrective action
(e.g. killing or jailing an agent) afterwards if the policy violation cannot be avoided (i.e. it
was caused by physical movement). The Manager module is responsible for co-ordinating the
client-side part of both of these functions. It actively filters migration requests, checking for potential policy violations and also responds to commands (e.g. jail, kill) received from the Aglet
plugin.
The policies of Chapter 4 were intended to restrict the movements of agents; nothing was
said about how to cause agents to move in the first place. It was assumed that mobile agents
would contain code to decide when to migrate and would call the appropriate migration APIs.
This chapter introduces a new kind of policy known as an mobility enforcement policy which
describes using the Unified Spatial Model when an agent should move and where an agent
should move to. An application using these policies is factored into two parts: (i) a mobility
policy object; and (ii) the rest of the code, which would contain no mobility-related behaviour.
Mobility enforcement policies are proactive policies and may be considered as the dual of
the reactive mobility restriction polices described previously. Enforcement policies are written
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abstractly as Java classes and each mobile agent is associated with a concrete object instance.
Structuring applications in this way ensures that mobility behaviour is kept separate from the
main agent code, allowing patterns of behaviour to be packaged into code libraries facilitating
the sharing of mobility policies between applications.
The rest of this section is structured as follows: Section 7.1.1 describes the WORMS system
in more detail together with information about several plug-in modules. Section 7.1.2 describes
the code running in the mobile agent servers followed by a description of the mobility enforcement policies in Section 7.1.3. A number of issues arose during the development of this
prototype system, these are discussed in Section 7.1.4.
7.1.1

Policy-Enforcing Spatial Middleware

This section describes the implementation of a spatial middleware system called the WOrld
Modelling and Reaction Service (WORMS) which implements the spatial model of Chapter 3.
The Java-based WORMS system bridges the gap between real-life sensor and reaction systems
and spatially-aware mobile agents. The service constitutes a core and a set of plug-in modules.
The core maintains the world model, making sure the entities in the model are well-sorted.
Clients can register themselves to receive update events whenever parts of the world-model
change i.e. events are generated whenever entities are created, destroyed or moved.
Plugins exist for two purposes: (i) to connect the WORMS system to individual location
systems; and (ii) to impose policy on the system. The system uses a publish/subscribe mechanism; policy modules register themselves with the core, receiving events whenever any updates
to the world model happen. The policy modules continually monitor for any policy violations.
If any breach is observed then they take the appropriate corrective action (e.g. in the policies
described in Chapter 4 this might involve killing, creating or jailing an agent).
Location plugins expose two interfaces: a passive modelling interface and an active reaction
interface. The modelling interface is used by modules which monitor the outside world (the
“real-world”) and feed updates into the world model. The reaction interface is used to effect
changes in the outside world being modelled. For example, it is through the reaction interface
that mobile agents may be frozen or destroyed.
As mentioned above, the Service is not specialised to one particular location system but
rather is designed to be location-technology agnostic. Each particular location technology is
associated with a plugin module which implements either or both of the interfaces (modelling
and reaction). Currently the system has two such plugins: a SPIRIT plugin and an Aglet plugin.
SPIRIT Plugin
The SPIRIT [11] system first mentioned in Section 3.3.4 is a piece of location-monitoring middleware developed originally at AT&T Laboratories Cambridge. Its primary function is to take a
stream of raw location events received from a network of ceiling-mounted sensors and combine
these with a spatial database to produce and disseminate high-level location events concerning
people and objects within the lab. Objects to be tracked are equipped with Active-Bat [169]
devices — radio-triggered ultrasound-emitting location tags described earlier in Section 2.2.2.
The clients of the system are location-aware applications, for example the “active map” program which displays a top-down view of an office complete with the positions and orientations
of people and equipment, updated in real time. Figure 7.2 shows an active bat on the left and a
screenshot of the “active map” program on the right. Note that the map is showing a zoomed-in
view of an office in the Laboratory for Communication engineering where 3 people are present,
represented by usernames of kjm25, jpw20 and ja316. Desks, computer terminals and
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Figure 7.2: On the left: an example active bat. On the right: a screenshot of the “active map”
program.
phones are also visible.
SPIRIT is a spatial indexing system. Primitives in SPIRIT are spatial regions (shaped volumes of space) which are allowed to move freely with respect to one-another. SPIRIT generates
events whenever a region overlaps, ceases to overlap, contains another or ceases to contain another region. The functionality of the SPIRIT system is best explained by means of an example.
The “desktop teleporting” [134] application is a commonly-used program which automatically
moves a user’s desktop to the terminal nearest their current physical location. The teleporting
application exploits SPIRIT in the following way: every computer monitor is associated with
a region of space placed in front. Roughly speaking, the region of space corresponds to the
space from which the monitor would normally be used. Therefore a smaller monitor would be
associated with a smaller region than a bigger monitor. Similarly, users are associated with a
volume of space representing the region in which an object has to be located for them to interact
effectively with it. When a person turns to face a monitor the two regions overlap, generating an
event which causes the teleport application to display the user’s desktop on the screen. When
the user moves away, another SPIRIT event is generated which removes the teleported desktop.
The SPIRIT plugin1 provides a mapping between the spatial regions understood by SPIRIT
and specific entities in the entity hierarchy. An example of such a mapping is shown in Figure
7.3. The bottom half of the figure shows the output of the active map application monitoring two
rooms — “Room 9” and “Room 10”. The SPIRIT plugin has associated these rooms, two people
(userid kjm25 and acr31) and a pair of workstations with entities inside the Service. Once
the mapping is established, the plugin listens for high-level containment events from SPIRIT
(such as “user kjm25 has left Room 9”) and makes the corresponding changes in the world
1

The low-level interface between the native SPIRIT C++ libraries and Java was written by Alastair Beresford
using the Java Native Interface (JNI) facility. This small piece of code generates a continuous stream of location
events which are filtered and processed by the rest of the plugin code.
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model. Note in the earlier diagram in Figure 7.1 how the “React” part of the SPIRIT plugin was
greyed out. This is because SPIRIT is an entirely passive system; it is not possible to command
SPIRIT to physically move objects around. It is possible to imagine a modified SPIRIT system
which can influence its environment. This might be used, for example, to command robots to
move around the building.
Aglet Plugin
The Aglet system – a Java-based mobile agent system from IBM – was first described in Section 4.7.1. Aglets (called agents in the terminology of Section 2.1) execute in a “context” –
represented by an instance of the class AgletContext (called locations in the terminology
of Section 2.1). A single computer can run multiple Aglet VMs (called mobile agent servers in
the terminology of Section 2.1), each associated with a unique TCP port number. Each Aglet
VM can contain multiple contexts. Individual Aglet contexts are named globally by URIs of
the form atp://host:port/context where the URI scheme atp indicates the “Aglet
Transport Protocol”. Aglets exploit the conventional Java event model: events are generated
when agents are created, destroyed or move between contexts. Interested parties can register
themselves (as event listeners) with the Aglet system and receive callbacks when the events are
generated.
Like the SPIRIT plugin described above, the Aglet plugin is responsible for maintaining a
mapping from hostnames, context names and Aglet names to entities in the world model. Such
a mapping for a fragment of a world model is displayed in Figure 7.4. The diagram depicts
a path of entities from the root to an agent called “music player”. The first two entities in
the path (“World” and “Charlie’s Office”) represent physical objects and are therefore ignored
by the Aglet plugin. The remaining four entities have some meaning in the Aglet universe:
the “laptop” entity is a piece of hardware with a hostname (”laptop”); the context “main-123”
corresponds to an Aglet process with process ID (PID) 123; the context “context” corresponds
to an AgletContext within the java VM called “context” while the entity “music player”
corresponds to a running Aglet called “music player”.
Unlike the SPIRIT plugin described earlier, the Aglet plugin supports the react interface,
to control the runtime behaviour of agents. Ideally it would be possible to completely control
(migrate, jail or kill) untrusted agents running in the system without their consent. However,
in the prototype described here there are a number of limitations inherited from Java which
make this impossible. Therefore in the current implementation, the Aglet plugin sends control
messages to the individual agents and trusts them to respond correctly to the control messages.
More details and discussion of the limitations inherent to the design of the prototype system are
presented later in Section 7.1.4.
Mobility Restriction Policy Plugin
Recall the mobility restriction policies introduced in Chapter 4 which consisted of 4-tuples:
hlocation, formula, times, onfail i
where location is a path expression (see Section 3.1.3) designating a set of specific entities
where the assertion given by formula should hold. If, with respect to the time period described
by times, the assertion becomes violated (e.g. by the physical movement of an object) then the
system will attempt to execute the command described in the field onfail .
In any realistic system, policies written by different users are likely to come into conflict
with each other. Section 4.5 outlined one possible conflict resolution strategy in which each
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Upper Floor

Room 10

Room 9

User:
acr31

User:
kjm25

Figure 7.3: An example of the mapping between SPIRIT objects as displayed by the program
smap (bottom) and entities in the WORMS world model (top).
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Realisation in the Aglet plugin

Entity in the Unified Modelling System

World

N/A
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laptop

context
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Aglet called "music player"

a
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Figure 7.4: Diagram showing how entities along a path in the world model are realised by the
Aglet plugin.
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entity is associated with an owner, who has a say in the outcome of any onfail action (e.g. the
killing or jailing of an agent) involving that entity.
Therefore the mobility restriction policy plugin must maintain a database of users, entities,
active policies and keep track of which user owns each entity. The plugin performs two functions: (i) it receives migration requests from deployed mobile agents and either confirms or
rejects the requests; and (ii) it observes other movement (e.g. physical movements) and determines when a policy violation has occurred and what corrective action should be taken (if any).
These two functions are now explained with an example.
Example
Consider a simple office environment containing two people: Alice and Bob, both of whom
have one office and one PC each. An example world model is displayed graphically in the upper
part of Figure 7.5. The world model is similar to the example originally used in Section 4.3.
Note that dashed boxes and arrows are used to indicate the owners of each entity. There are
three owners in the diagram: Alice, Bob and a user called “The Boss” who is not physically
present in the model. In the example there are two policies installed in the WORMS system,
one belonging to Alice and one to Bob. Alice’s policy is as follows:
h

location
formula
times
onfail

=
=
=
=

World,
¬music player[T] | (♦(Alice[T]
| ♦music player[T] | T)),
Always(10 seconds),
Kill World// • • • //music player

(7.1)
i

“for all time, either the music player is absent (not running) or it is running in
a place next to me. If this remains false for 10 seconds, kill the music player
(wherever it is)”
Note that in the upper part of Figure 7.5 the formula in the policy is holding because Alice
and her agent are both within her office. The second active policy written by Bob is the same as
that given back in Chapter 4 i.e.:
h

location
formula
times
onfail

=
=
=
=

World/*,
¬Bob[T] ∨ (♦Bob[T] ∧ ¬audio[¬0]) ,
Always(3 seconds),
Jail / • • • /audio/*

(7.2)
i

“if ever I’m in an office with a music playing agent, jail the agent if it has not left
within 3 seconds”
Note that in the upper part of Figure 7.5 the formula in the policy is holding because Alice
and her agent are in one office and Bob is in another.
Now, consider what happens when Alice walks into Bob’s office. First of all the location
system senses Alice’s new location and sends this information to all registered applications,
including the WORMS service. The WORMS service updates the authoritative copy of the
world model resulting in the configuration displayed in the lower part of Figure 7.5. Note that
Alice’s policy is now being violated but Bob’s is not. Since the WORMS service itself acts as
a location system, it sends location update events to all registered clients: specifically all the
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Figure 7.5: [1]: initial state of the WORMS system; the dashed arrows and dashed boxes
indicate the owners of each entity. The table on the right indicates that two users’ policies are
both satisfied. [2]: the state of the WORMS system after Alice has been sensed moving into
Bob’s Office. Note her music playing agent has not moved and her policy is now being Violated.
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registered mobile agent servers running on all the PCs. Observe that Alice’s policy had a times
field containing Always(10 seconds); this indicates that Alice’s agent has 10 seconds to take
an action which fixes the policy violation before the onfail clause is executed. The WORMS
system sets an internal timer for 10 seconds and waits for the agent to respond, if it can.
There are now several possibilities, including:
1. Alice walks back into her office, her policy is nolonger in violation and the timer is
cancelled;
2. the music playing agent quits (or crashes), it is removed from the model, the policy is
nolonger in violation and the timer is cancelled; or
3. the music playing agent attempts to migrate to a PC in Bob’s office.
The last case is particularly interesting and worth considering in detail. Figure 7.6 shows the
sequence of events starting with the initial message from the location system to the WORMS
service triggered when Alice switches room. We have already considered up to the time marked
with the asterisk, just after the WORMS service has set a timer and sent an update message to
all the registered clients. We assume that the music player is a “follow-me” music player and
therefore it decides to follow Alice by migrating into Bob’s office. It sends a request to the
WORMS system asking for permission to migrate there. The centralised WORMS system
considers all agent migration requests. The WORMS system computes that, should it allow the
agent to move, it would satisfy Alice’s policy but place Bob’s in violation and therefore it must
apply the conflict resolution policy to decide which policy should take priority.2
The default conflict resolution strategy was outlined back in Section 4.5. Each user is considered to “vote”3 on a proposed change to the world model. A user is said to either be for the
change, against against the change or said to abstain in the following circumstances:
for: either the change results in fewer of the users policies being violated or it results in no
change to the number of the users policies being violated and the request happens to
come from an agent they own;
against: if the change results in more of the users policies being violated; and
abstain: if the change results in no change to the number of the users policies being violated
and the request comes from an agent they do not own.
A migration is considered to consist of two phases: the first when the agent leaves its old context
and the second when it arrives at its new context. The request is only allowed if both phases
are allowed. For the case of Alice’s music player attempting to migrate into Bob’s office, each
phase will be considered separately.
Consider the first phase of the migration; i.e. when Alice’s agent leaves Bob’s office. Alice’s
single policy is violated if the agent stays where it is and holds if the agent disappears; therefore
Alice votes for the change. Consider Bob: his policy is not violated before or after this change
and since the agent does not belong to him he abstains. Since there is one vote for and one
abstention there is no need to deliberate any further and the change is accepted.
2

The conflict resolution is needed because Bob’s policy would be violated by the proposed move. If Bob’s
policy was agnostic then the conflict resolution would not be needed.
3
Of course no actual user polling takes place, just an examination of their policies
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music player

Location system

WORMS system

Event from Location System:
Alice moves to Bob's Office

time

Alice's policy violated:
onfail timer set

World Model Update:
Alice moves to
Bob's Office

Music Player requests
migrate to Bob's Office

*

10
seconds

Request considered;
Bob's policy takes precedence
due to conflict resolution
Migration request
rejected

Alice's policy
onfail timer triggered
Kill agent
request

Alice's policy onfail action
considered; both policies accept;
no need for conflict resolution

Agent terminated

Figure 7.6: Chart showing the sequence of events which happen when Alice walks into Bob’s
office and remains there. Time runs vertically downwards. There are three components involved, from left-to-right: the music playing agent running on a PC in Alice’s office; the
WORMS system running on a centralised server; and the location system running on a centralised server.
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Consider the second phase of the migration; i.e. when Alice’s agent arrives in Bob’s office.
Alice’s single policy holds if the agent is absent and holds if the agent is in Bob’s office; therefore since the number of policies in violation is unchanged she votes for the change, because
the request comes from her agent. Bob’s policy, however, is not violated before the change
and would be violated afterwards; therefore he votes against the change. For this phase of the
migration there is one vote for (from Alice) and one vote against (from Bob) and therefore we
must consider the owners of the relevant spaces.
Recall that the conflict resolution strategy adds weights to votes depending on the owners
of the space where the proposed change will occur. Since the proposed change is Alice’s agent
arriving on Bob’s PC the WORMS system examines who owns the entities on the path between
the root and Bob’s PC’s audio context. There are two relevant owners: “The Boss” who owns
the root entity and Bob who owns his office and the equipment inside. Since “The Boss” has not
entered any policies into the system he is ignored. Bob, of course, votes against the migration.
Alice’s votes are ignored because she does not own any of the relevant entities. Therefore the
conflict resolution system decides that Bob’s wishes take precedence and the migration request
is to be blocked.
Returning to the chart in Figure 7.6, a message is sent back to the agent from the WORMS
system telling it that its migration request has been rejected. At this point we assume the agent
continues to monitor Alice’s location and if she moves somewhere else it will attempt another
migration. Assuming Alice stays where she is, a short time later the 10 second timer expires
and the onfail action is triggered and the WORMS system considers executing the command
to kill the music player agent. Recall that a kill consists of only one phase: removing the entity
from the model. The WORMS system evaluates this change in the same way as the previous
migration proposal and concludes that it will be accepted—this is due to the fact that Alice’s
policy will cease to be in violation and Bob’s policy holds regardless. Therefore the WORMS
system issues a command to kill the music player entity. This request is translated by the Aglet
plugin into a request to the mobile agent server on Alice’s PC to terminate the music playing
aglet. The last step in the chart of Figure 7.6 shows this message being received and the resulting
agent termination.
7.1.2

Mobile Agent Servers

This section describes the code running inside the client-side mobile agent servers. In the
diagram of Figure 7.1 three modules were displayed: (i) the Manager; (ii) the Mobility Policy;
and (iii) the Untrusted Agent Code. Each of these shall be described in turn.
The Manager module talks directly to the Aglet plugin. On startup its first task is to register
entities in the model which correspond with instances of AgletContext in the local virtual
machine. Whenever an agent wishes to migrate, the Manager sends the request to the Aglet
plugin. The installed policy in the middleware service is queried to determine whether the
request should be accepted or not. The Aglet plugin can also send requests to the Manager,
telling it to destroy or jail an agent in response to a policy violation (recall that policy violations
can result from unrestrained physical movement).
The policies in Chapter 4 are mobility restriction policies designed to limit the physical
movements of mobile agents. The Mobility Policy in Figure 7.1 refers to another kind of policy:
the mobility enforcement policy. These policies are written directly as Java classes and a number
of example policies are described in the following section.
The rest of the code is labelled Untrusted Agent Code in Figure 7.1 and comprises the
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application-specific part of the mobile agent code. This code is standard Java Aglet code except
it has access to additional APIs (notably the Manager module) and is unable to use the standard
Aglet migration commands directly; all migration requests must be filtered through the Manager
first.
7.1.3

Mobility Enforcement Policy

The mobility enforcement policies are the dual of the mobility restriction policies outlined in
Chapter 4. The enforcement policies decide when an agent should move and where the agent
should move to. The policies are represented as Java classes using a few simple APIs as exhibited by the following pseudo-code fragment:
public class SimplePolicy
implements EntityChangeListener{
...
public SimplePolicy(WORMS spatial_model,
Manager manager,
Entity me) {
spatial_model.addCallback(this);
...
}
public entityDeparted(who, where){ ... }
public entityArrived(who, where){ ... }
...
}
where spatial model represents a reference to the WORMS system and
the addCallback method registers the SimplePolicy instance as an
EntityChangeListener. When the world model changes, the system invokes the
entityDeparted and entityArrived methods when entities leave a place and arrive at
a new place respectively. Note these correspond to the two primitive events described earlier
in Section 3.2. Note also that although this API causes the agent to receive all change events
in the model an API could be added to request only events within a particular subtree of the
model to enhance scalability.
Since the policies are abstract, a library of common patterns can be created to encourage
code sharing between applications. The following two sections provide examples of how such
common mobility policies might look.
Example: The Follow-Me Policy
The “Follow-Me” policy instructs the application to physically follow a particular user around.
Whenever the user leaves a room, the application stops running. Whenever the user enters a
new room, the application migrates to a host in the new room and continues where it left off.
This mobility policy is useful in a number of contexts, for example
• migrating a user’s desktop to a terminal near their current physical location (recall the
teleporting example in Section 7.1.1) to ensure that user applications are always easily
accessible; and
• ensuring that a music playing program is always playing music that the user can physically hear, by migrating to a computer in the same room.
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Java-like pseudocode for the Follow-Me policy may be written as follows:
public class FollowMe{
...
public FollowMe(WORMS spatial_model,
Manager manager,
Entity me) {
spatial_model.addCallback(this);
...
}
Entity findNearbyComputer(Entity x){
// returns an entity near "x"
// capable of running the
// application
}
public entityDeparted(who, where){
if (who.equals(me)){
manager.stop();
}
}
public entityArrived(who, where){
if (who.equals(me)){
Entity x=findNearbyComputer(where);
manager.migrate(x);
}
}
}
In the constructor the FollowMe object registers itself with the WORMS. When entities
change location in the spatial model the two callback methods entityDeparted and
entityArrived are executed on the policy object. Note that in the Follow-Me policy only
events relating to the user being tracked are relevant and all other events are silently ignored.
When the tracked user leaves his/her current room, the entityDeparted method calls the
manager.stop() method which requests that the application stop executing. When the
tracked user enters another room, the entityArrived method attempts to migrate the application to a new computer, located inside the user’s new room.
Example: The When-No-one’s-Here Policy
This policy is useful for running long-term non-interactive tasks on otherwise idle computers.
Whenever a user enters a room with one of these applications, the application is paused to
prevent any possible degradation of the quality of service to the user. Only when the last person
leaves the room is it safe for all such background tasks to be restarted.
Java-like pseudocode for this policy may be written as follows:
public class WhenNooneHere{
...
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public WhenNooneHere(WORMS spatial_model,
Manager manager,
Entity where) {
spatial_model.addCallback(this);
...
}
int countPeopleHere() {
// return number of people in
// same room as me
}
public entityDeparted(who, where){
if ( (manager.amStopped()) &&
(countPeopleHere() == 0) )
manager.start();
}
public entityArrived(who, where){
if ( (manager.amRunning()) &&
(countPeopleHere() > 0) )
manager.stop();
}
}
The utility function countPeopleHere returns the number of people in the same room as
the application. The entityDeparted and entityArrived methods use this information
to decide whether or not to let the application execute.
7.1.4

Issues

In the prototype system described in this section there are several outstanding issues which
should to be addressed before the system is widely deployed. The first issue concerns the size
of the trusted computing base (TCB). In computer security terminology, the TCB is defined
to be the set of hardware and software components which enforce the security policy. In this
implementation, the TCB comprises
1. the location system;
2. the servers running both the WORMS middleware system and the mobile agent servers;
3. the network connecting the hardware components together;
4. the code running in the WORMS middleware system;
5. the Java virtual machine; and
6. the Manager module in the mobile agent servers.
Some of these dependencies are hard to avoid; for example it is difficult not to rely on the physical security of server machines and difficult not to rely on the software (Java VM, WORMS
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middleware, Aglet libraries and the Manager module) being written in a secure fashion, free of
application-level vulnerabilities. However, the two remaining dependencies, namely the location system and the network, are particularly problematic.
The design of the Active Bat system, described earlier in Section 2.2.2, was focused on
achieving maximum performance in terms of location accuracy and update latency in a shared,
trusted environment. In particular it was not designed for high integrity and availability in the
security sense (integrity and availability were first discussed in Sections 2.5.2 and 2.5.3 respectively) and there are a number of possible attacks. A simple method to prevent an object being
tracked (assuming the Active Bat is physically attached to the object) is to cover the ultrasound
emitters on the top of the bat, preventing any signal getting through. Another possible attack
relies on the fact that the ultrasound signals are narrowband – it is possible to prevent any sightings in a room by flooding the room with ultrasound continuously4 . Neither the radio channel
nor the ultrasound channel use any kind of integrity checking and therefore it is possible for a
more sophisticated attacker to forge false sightings, completely manipulating the system. These
problems can only be solved properly by redesigning the location system with measures to
ensure integrity and availability. A move to wide-band (e.g. spread spectrum) signals would
increase the difficulty of jamming the signals and cryptography could be used to guarantee the
integrity of messages.
As well as relying on the Active Bat, the network connecting the components together is
also part of the TCB. In the prototype system, the network is a shared ethernet network. The
components can use standard cryptography to guarantee the secrecy and authenticity of messages but, due to the properties of the underlying ethernet network. the system cannot guarantee
the messages are ever delivered. In the same way an attacker can prevent Active Bat sightings
by flooding the ultrasound channel with noise, an attacker can prevent messages being delivered by flooding the network with data. There are two approaches which would ameliorate the
situation. The first approach is to redesign the network so that it can make some reliability
guarantees – a form of Quality of Service (QoS). Alternatively the set of policies allowed in
the system could be changed. Rather than assuming that the movements of entities which lead
to a policy violation are observed, we could instead assume that we need proof that the policy
has not been violated, otherwise corrective action is taken. Such proof could take the form
of a message generated and signed by the location system saying “entity X was seen in entity
Y at time T”. The absence of any such guarantee within a certain time period could result in
corrective action being taken, such as the termination of an active agent. Applications could be
constructed in a robust fashion so that loosing an agent does not unduly affect the task being
performed. In such a scenario, unnecessarily killing agents might be an acceptable solution.
There are a number of additional issues stemming from the choice of implementation language: Java. Java has the following (mis-)features:
• the inability to introspect the call stack of a running thread;
• the inability to kill (sometimes known as cancel) a running thread; and
• the security model for governing access to resources.
The first feature – the inability to introspect the call stack of a running thread – leads Java to
only support weak mobility (see Section 2.1). All agents must support stop() and start()
4

Jangling keys or using a hoover are both proven techniques for jamming Active Bat ultrasound signals.
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methods which provoke them to voluntarily serialise and deserialise their own execution state.
It is not possible to freeze another thread and read its method call stack. The second feature
– the inability to cancel a running thread – is a deliberate limitation to prevent threads being
terminated while still holding locked resources, which would then become permanently locked.
The consequence is that agents must respond to commands to shut themselves down and an
aberrant agent cannot be forcibly killed, without restarting the virtual machine. The last feature
concerns the standard Java security model for controlling access to resources. Java APIs grant
permissions to resources by withholding or transmitting references to otherwise hidden objects.
Once a reference is given it cannot be taken back or cancelled. If a music playing agent is frozen
and the system wishes to prevent the agent from playing sound, there are two implementational
possibilities. Either the agent should voluntarily give up the reference to the sound playing
object or the system should interpose a proxy object which checks access permissions for every
call. Both options have drawbacks; the first relies on cooperative agents while the second alters
the semantics of APIs by adding extra failure modes (e.g. the command to play a sound might
fail during the play() call but after the sound device is opened successfully).

7.2

Interfaces

The previous section dealt with enforcing mobility policies on applications while this section
focuses on imposing policy on application interfaces. The policies are implemented by means
of a web-based firewall called SPECTRE, the design of which is described in Section 7.2.1.
SPECTRE is a sophisticated and modular firewall which allows policy modules for SPDL-2
(described in Section 7.2.2) and SWIL (described in Section 7.2.4) to be loaded dynamically.
Although the implementation of SPECTRE is a research prototype, encouraging performance
results are provided which demonstrate that the approach described here is feasible.
The rest of this section is structured as follows: Section 7.2.1 describes the structure of
SPECTRE followed by details of the SPDL-2 implementation in Section 7.2.2. SPDL-2 policies are stateless whereas SWIL policies are inherently stateful and require state tracking. Section 7.2.3 describes how SPECTRE can be used to track sessions and Section 7.2.4 describes
the implementation of SWIL policies. Finally, some results and discussion are presented in
Section 7.2.5.
7.2.1

SPECTRE: A Policy-Enforcing Firewall

SPECTRE is an application-level firewall used to enforce interface policies dynamically.
SPECTRE is written in O’Caml on top of a custom HTTP processing library. It receives HTTP
requests intended for the back-end application server and parses the headers, including parameters and cookies. Once the request has been parsed, the firewall reads the URI and decides which
module the request should be directed to. In the diagram of Figure 7.7, requests are initially
directed towards both module m1 and module m3 in turn. Each module may choose one of the
following three actions: (i) accept the request for processing; (ii) reject the message as invalid;
or (iii) opt not to process the request. A rejection from a module terminates the processing of
the request. If the request is accepted for further processing then it may be modified before
being passed on to further modules. For example, in Figure 7.7, if module m1 accepts a request
it may be modified before being passed on to module m2. A module may opt not to process a
request e.g. in Figure 7.7 the module m3 may opt not to process a request in which case it will
be offered to module m1. If no module accepts the request then the request is rejected, even if
no module explicitly rejected it.
The firewall is intended to be failsafe – if a request is not explicitly accepted with an installed
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Figure 7.7: Structure of the SPECTRE Policy-Enforcing Firewall with three modules loaded:
m1, m2 and m3.
policy module then it will be rejected (i.e. the firewall operates a default-deny base policy).
By forbidding all URIs that do not match those explicitly in the installed policies the firewall
prevents an attacker from using obscure, non-standard URI encoding techniques to circumvent
the protection (thus avoiding attacks of the kind recently used on Cisco’s Intrusion Detection
System [57]).
Once requests have been successfully processed by all relevant modules the request is forwarded to the back-end application server. HTTP response messages received are again filtered
through the policy modules which perform any necessary transformations before the response
is finally returned to the original user.
7.2.2

SPDL-2

The SPDL-2 Compiler takes an SPDL-2 specification (as described in Section 5.4.1) and compiles it into a policy module for execution on the firewall. Validation rules and constraints are
compiled into both O’Caml for dynamic execution and Javascript which can be embedded into
forms and executed on clients. Generating client-side form validation Javascript code is not always desirable – many applications already have their own, custom Javascript for this purpose
– and therefore Javascript generation can be turned off on a <policy>-wide basis (by setting
the javascript attribute of the <policy> tag to ‘N’). The SPDL-2 DTD may be found in
Appendix A.
The policy module operates as follows: Once a valid URI has been detected in the HTTPRequest, the module examines the names of all parameters and cookies present. If unexpected
data is present, or expected data is absent then the error is logged, the request is blocked and a
message returned to the user indicating the request was rejected. The next step is the checking
of parameter type and length constraints. Assuming those tests pass, any required message
authentication code is verified and the validation and transformation code is applied.
Transformations should be total functions on strings. A badly-written transformation which
generates an exception will cause the request to be aborted and an error message to be returned
to the client. Additionally, observe that if the policy document requires the insertion of clientside Javascript or if the policy indicates that it might contain a link to a MAC-protected URI
then the firewall must process the HTTP response returned from the web-server. The HTML is
parsed and rewritten in order for the appropriate validation code (pre-generated by the policy
compiler) to be added to forms (see Section 7.2.2). Message authentication codes are also
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inserted to protect form fields and URI-parameters from malicious client-side tampering (see
Section 7.2.2).
Client-side Form Validation
Whenever requested by the policy document, the module inserts Javascript code to perform
client-side validation checks. (Recall that the insertion of Javascript is only intended to enhance
usability – data is always rechecked by server-side code to avoid the kind of Form Modification
attacks described in Section 5.2.1). The inserted code checks most of the SPDL-2 constraints:
types, lengths and all custom constraints written in the validation language. The resulting program is inserted into the onSubmit attribute of a <form> tag unless such an attribute is
already present – any already present validation code is considered to take priority over the
generated code.
Message Authentication Codes
Recall that SPDL-2 policies allow URI parameters to be marked indicating that they must only
receive data which is accompanied by a Message Authentication Code (MAC) [143] generated
by the firewall. As HTML is sent to the client, the firewall annotates the appropriate parts with
MACs; these MACs are checked when the form data is submitted. This mechanism is used to
prevent the Form Modification attacks described in Section 5.2.1.
The implementation uses the HMAC [20] algorithm to generate MACs by securely combining the protected data with a secret key and a timestamp. In this way an attacker is unable
to generate new MACs without first finding out the secret key. A major danger still facing this
system is avoiding replay attacks [154] where clients replay messages already annotated with
MACs in unexpected contexts. Two steps are taken to avoid such attacks:
1. A time-stamp is included in the MAC to guarantee message freshness.
2. Rather than generating separate MACs for each individual protected field, a single MAC
is generated for all protected client-side state bundled together. This protects the integrity
of the whole message, protecting against cut-and-splice attacks (in which MAC-annotated
fields are swapped into other messages).
Both steps are SPDL-2 mechanisms which require storing no session state in the applicationlevel firewall. However these mechanisms are not foolproof. For example, in the case study
originally presented in Section 5.5 a MAC is generated for both the productID and Price
fields. Although users can replay such messages this results in multiple purchases of the
same product for the correct price. The intention is that the MAC prevents the Price and
productID being modified independently.
In this example the problem of multiple identical purchases can be partially rectified by
using a SWIL policy in addition to a SPDL-2 one. Such a policy could take many different
forms. At one extreme, a very simple SWIL policy could prevent the user submitting two
consecutive requests to the same sensitive URI by accident. A more complicated policy could
use a native function call to check the request against a database containing previous requests, to
prevent duplicates. Note this second case may require large amounts of storage space; however
applications like the hypothetical e-commerce application would probably already store the
required information anyway (e.g. in a transaction log).
SPDL-2 requires that HTML pages fetched from URIs that are contained in a single
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<policy> block may only contain links to MAC-protected URIs5 which are found in the
same <policy> block (or in a nested <policy> block). By forcing the application’s URIs
to be partitioned in this way an important performance optimisation is facilitated which is discussed in Section 7.2.5 as well as encouraging the policy designer to structure their policy for
ease of future maintenance.
7.2.3

Tracking Session State

The SPDL-2 policies described in Section 7.2.2 may be considered stateless policies because
they can always be implemented by a stateless firewall. In contrast, SWIL policies which describe the acceptable order of URI invocations have an implicit notion of state and therefore
cannot be implemented by a stateless firewall6 . This section describes a firewall module which
provides the necessary state handling.
Since HTTP is itself a stateless protocol, it is necessary to manually create a session on top
of the HTTP protocol using one of the techniques discussed in Section 2.4.5. Once a session
is established, state associated with the policy can be associated with it. When processing
requests and responses, the session information can be retrieved from the HTTP messages and
any associated state (stored within the firewall) can be modified.
The session state tracking module creates a session over HTTP using client-side state via
specially-named cookies. The module does not impose any policy of its own in the sense that
it never rejects any requests or responses; it only transforms responses by adding the special
session tracking cookies. Note that the session established by the session tracking module is
completely orthogonal to any sessions established by the application itself. Each such session
would use a different cookie name.
The session tracking module operates in the following way. Upon receiving a request the
session tracking module examines all cookies within the HTTP message. If the specially-named
session tracking cookie is absent (indicating the need for a new session) then a new session
identifier is created and the cookie added to the request. This modified request is then passed
to other policy modules which can use the session cookie to store state associated with the
session. When the session tracking module receives the response back from the application
(possibly after being transformed by other policy modules) the session cookie is added again to
the response. This scheme relies on the user to have cookies enabled in their browser; if a user
does not have cookies enabled then every request will cause a new session to start.
Session lifetimes
Sessions are not eternal; the maximum lifetime of an idle session is a configurable parameter of
the tracking module. The time of the last request is stored with every session and those older
than the maximum lifetime are culled. If a user attempts to restart a deleted session then a
new session is created for them and they must restart their interaction with the application from
the beginning. This is a similar tactic used by many web-applications and by other systems
such as NAT routers. The exact choice of maximum lifetime value depends on the nature of
the application and reflects a trade-off between convenience and security. A long lifetime is
convenient for a user who can return to the application after a lengthy period of absence while
a short lifetime guards against a user forgetting to logout, leaving a terminal and allowing a
malicious user to continue their session.
5

A MAC-protected URI has at least one <parameter> with its MAC attribute set to ‘Y’.
Unless the policy was so simple it only had a single state, in which case it could be implemented on a stateless
firewall.
6
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Auditing
Tracking user sessions in an application-level firewall allows the firewall to perform auditing
in which it records each user’s interactions with the application. The audit log can be used
to answer the question, “how did the user get here” by displaying the user’s path through the
application. This is especially important since a user will likely not be able to simply bookmark
their current place in the application and expect it to work indefinitely; once their session times
out they will have to re-enter the application from the beginning.
Many web-applications already individually contain code to display “breadcrumbs” – visual
hints of the path taken by the user through the application. This function may be offloaded to
the application-level firewall and the code shared across multiple applications. Auditing is also
very useful in the case of error conditions. A user can be told how they managed to trigger the
error so that hopefully they will not repeat their mistake again.
7.2.4

SWIL

The SWIL language, described in Chapter 6 allows the acceptable order of URI invocations to
be defined as a sequence accepted by a deterministic finite state automaton. The implementation
consists of a firewall policy module stub which communicates with a SWIL interpreter running
in a separate O’Caml thread. The diagram in Figure 7.8 shows a typical configuration of the
firewall. Notice that the session tracking module must be on the data-path before the SWIL
interpreter since the SWIL interpreter relies on having access to user session state information. The SWIL policy module is connected to the interpreter thread by a pair of synchronous
O’Caml channels represented by arrows and external functions (mapped to O’Caml functions)
are represented by a set of square boxes. More details of the SWIL interpreter functionality
were given back in Section 6.5.
On receiving a request the policy module creates a SWIL request object: a record consisting
of every field mentioned by a call to GetField in the SWIL program. This data is sent via the
synchronous channel to the interpreter thread which responds by sending back a boolean value
on the output channel: true if the request was accepted and false if the machine has entered the
error state.
If the module has been configured to perform dynamic response transformation (described
in Section 6.5.1) then, on receiving a response message the module parses the HTML document to extract all the links and forms. These are then communicated to the interpreter thread
which decides if any should be deleted or greyed out. The HTML is then rewritten with all the
offending links and forms modified.
7.2.5

Raw Performance

In this section basic performance results of the prototype SPECTRE system are presented focusing mainly on measurements of latency and throughput.
Figure 7.9 shows the worst-case latency of the firewall prototype and compares it to the
latency of other common types of HTTP processing. The results were measured by fetching
the homepage of the Laboratory for Communication Engineering (University of Cambridge)7
augmented with the web-form described in the case-study of Section 5.5. The leftmost bar
shows the latency added by a Squid [8] proxy cache when fetching a statically compiled version
of the page; the middle bar shows the added latency of dynamically generating the page using
PHP and a MySQL [5] back-end; the rightmost bar shows the latency of using the firewall to
7

http://www-lce.eng.cam.ac.uk/
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Figure 7.8: A configuration of the application-level firewall with two modules arranged in a
pipeline. The first module is the state tracking module from Section 7.2.3 while the second is
the SWIL module from Section 7.2.4.
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Figure 7.9: A comparison of the latency of the system with latencies incurred in common
types of HTTP processing. Note the third bar has been subdivided into two parts; the lower
bar represents latency due to message buffering while the upper bar represents latency due to
parsing and rewriting HTML.
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Request Validation and Transformation
Response HTML parsing
Response HTML rewriting

Total Throughput (Mbits per sec)

Figure 7.10: A breakdown showing the relative cost of HTTP processing stages within the
application-level firewall.
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Figure 7.11: Total throughput of a single firewall as the number of concurrently connected
clients varies.
enforce the security policy found in Appendix B. The final bar is divided into two sections:
the (lower) solid black section represents the latency due to buffering the HTTP messages; the
(upper) striped section shows the latency due to parsing the HTTP messages and annotating
the HTML with MACs. Figure 7.10 shows the relative cost of processing HTTP requests and
HTTP responses in the case of the example web-form. Note that the total processing time is
dominated by the HTML parsing stage.
The latency of the system appears large compared with the latencies incurred in proxy
caching and dynamic page generation. To some extent this is due to the fact that the naı̈ve
implementation is a proof-of-concept prototype which is completely unoptimised, based upon
an inefficient non-pipelined HTTP 1.0 library. However, it is recognised that the complexity of
the application-level tasks performed by the firewall will necessarily incur more latency than the
lower level manipulation performed by proxies such as Squid. Future potential optimisations
include (i) using a specialised HTML parser to concentrate only on relevant parts of HTML
syntax (currently a general HTML parser is used which performs a great deal of unnecessary
work); (ii) reducing latency by streaming the HTTP messages and processing them on-the-fly
whenever possible; (iii) writing speed critical parts of the firewall directly in C or implementing
in hardware.
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Figure 7.12: Total throughput of a cluster of firewalls as the number of concurrently connected
clients varies.
Figure 7.11 shows how the total throughput of a single firewall varies as the number of concurrently connected clients increases. Each client is running a single threaded application continuously requesting the test URI. The machines are all connected on a fast 100Mbit/s switched
network and the measurements were taken running the firewall on a dual Intel P-III 500 MHz
during an off-peak time when the network was idle. The throughput quickly reaches a maximum value as the CPUs become saturated. Note that it took 3 clients to saturate 2 CPUs
probably because of lack of support for persistent connections in the HTTP library used. Again,
it is claimed that optimising the code for performance and running the filter on a higher spec
machine would yield a significantly higher maximum throughput.
In the case of policies like SPDL-2 which are inherently stateless one may increase throughput linearly simply by deploying multiple replicas and using a load balancing scheme8 to distribute work between them (see Figure 7.12). (Note that stateful systems do not scale linearly
in this way since, ultimately, the centralised state becomes a bottleneck across the cluster.)
The measurements presented are worst case in the sense that the test policy and the test
HTML were both complicated and required extensive processing within the firewall. Both
SPDL-2 and SWIL have features which are particularly expensive. SPDL-2 has a number of expensive features like MAC annotation and insertion of client-side Javascript. In the first version
of SPDL [144] turning on the MAC facility for any URI would have necessitated processing the
HTML output of every page. By requiring that URIs within a single <policy> block do not
reference MAC-protected URIs outside that block (see Section 5.4.1), the new system allows
the developer to specify the set of application URIs which make use of MAC-protected clientside state and, critically, those which do not. URIs with no MAC or Javascript requirements can
be processed much more efficiently by the firewall as the HTTP response from the web-server
can be streamed to the client directly: it does not have to be parsed or re-written. Given that
processing the HTTP response is by far the dominant performance cost incurred by the firewall
(see Figure 7.10) significant speedups are achieved.
Similarly SWIL policies comprise both an expensive part: response transformation (see
Section 6.5.1) and a cheap part: request filtering. Only the request filtering is necessary for
security; the response transformation exists solely to improve the user interface. Therefore if
8

This assumes that load balancing can be achieved cheaply, e.g. by round-robin DNS.
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performance is a problem the expensive response transformation can be disabled.
Furthermore, it is believed that many HTML pages are simpler than the contrived example
and have fewer security constraints (i.e. shorter pages without form parameters), leading to
better average case performance. For example consider that many of the HTTP messages would
contain graphics and hence would not require any processing at all. A performance-optimised
firewall could examine the content-type header of HTTP responses, using streaming instead of
buffering if no HTML processing is required.
In summary, the performance figures presented in this section relate to an unoptimised prototype under worst-case conditions. The system is designed to be scalable and optimisable and
therefore the techniques represented are claimed to be applicable in practice.

7.3

Summary

This chapter described the implementations of the two important types of policy described in
this thesis: mobility policy and interface policy. Mobility policy consisted of both restriction
policy and enforcement policy, limiting and directing the movements of agents within an environment permeated with location-sensors. The mobility policy system comprised two main
elements: (i) a new form of spatial middleware designed to be independent of the underlying
choice of location-system and policy type; and (ii) client-side support code based upon the Java
Aglet mobile agent system. The system was implemented and a number of issues discussed.
The interface policies were implemented through a modular application-level firewall called
SPECTRE. SPECTRE supports both stateless policies like SPDL-2 policies as well as stateful
policies such as SWIL policies. SPECTRE was written in O’Caml on top of a custom HTTP
processing library. The SPECTRE system was implemented and a number of encouraging
performance results were presented.
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Chapter 1 stated that:
The thesis of this work is that abstracting application-level security policy (which
we defined to be policy written to govern both the mobility and interface behaviour
of systems) is an effective technique for guarding against application-level vulnerabilities which would otherwise plague future ubiquitous computing systems.
It is time to critically evaluate this statement. We proceed by breaking down this thesis
statement into two sub-claims:
1. Abstracting application-level security policy is an effective technique for guarding against
application-level vulnerabilities; and
2. The application-level vulnerabilities referred to in (1) above would otherwise plague future ubiquitous computing systems.
We begin by addressing claim number 1: that the policy systems presented in this thesis are an
“effective technique for guarding against application-level vulnerabilities”. Each of the policy
systems presented in this thesis in Chapters 4 through 6 were presented along with realistic
examples, many of which are based on actual vulnerabilities found “in the wild” and reported in
the IT press. As each policy language was presented it was demonstrated exactly how it could be
used to prevent particular vulnerabilities. Details of a prototype implementation complete with
encouraging performance results was presented in Chapter 7. Since the technique of abstracting
application-level policy was shown to be workable both in theory and in practice we claim the
technique is effective and that sub-claim 1 holds.
Furthermore we argue that abstracting security policy is a important concept in itself. Keeping policy specifications separate from implementation code allows the policies to be easily
analysed (c.f. the use of S PIN in Section 6) and also serve as valuable de-facto documentation.
In many cases software is built from a mixture of “off the shelf” and custom components, some
only available in binary form. It may not be possible or feasible in such systems to modify the
source code directly; in these cases abstracting security policy is the only option.
Sub-claim number 2 above claims that the application-level vulnerabilities addressed by
Chapters 5 through 6 would otherwise “plague future ubiquitous computing systems”. This
claim is justified in two further sub-claims:
1. Future ubiquitous computing systems will be constructed from large numbers of physically and logically mobile processes (agents) which will make existing protection mechanisms – network and transport-level firewalls which together form the Maginot Line of
Internet security – completely redundant.
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2. The application-level vulnerabilities addressed by the policy languages presented in this
thesis will be present in future systems irrespective of the exact choice of underlying
protocols.
Consider the first claim that existing protection mechanisms will become redundant. This
claim is justified with arguments from Chapter 1, specifically that
• code will become more mobile as the gulf between processing speed of individual nodes
and latency of inter-node communication widens;
• more devices will be physically mobile as manufacturing processes improve and embedded devices become networked;
• higher-level protocols (like Web Services) tunnel over other protocols, enabling them to
penetrate network-level firewalls;
• the bulk of code in a system – and hence the majority of bugs – is at the application-level.
Section 1.6 argued that current firewalls are inadequate because (i) increasing mobility and
protocol tunnelling allows code to bypass the points at which the firewall rules are applied; and
(ii) increasingly vulnerabilities will be discovered and exploited at the application-level, where
network and transport-level firewalls have no effect.
Consider the second claim that the application-level vulnerabilities addressed by policy languages described in this thesis are independent of the exact choice of underlying protocol. This
claim shall now be justified separately for the mobility and interface policy languages.
The mobility policy language in Chapter 4 was implemented on top of Java Aglets but only
relied upon two features which are present in all existing mobile agent systems. The first feature is the ability to have multiple named locations co-existing on the same host, either as part
of the same agent server or by running multiple servers on different ports. The second feature
is the ability to interpose a policy checking module between mobile agents and their running
environment. We claim that these abilities are core features that will be present in all future
mobile agent systems.
The enforcement mechanism described in Chapter 7 was built in a
centralised fashion: one server machine maintained the authoritative model of the world and
the database of policies. This server, which is a client of the SPIRIT location service which is
also centralised, was used to authorise all agent migration requests and to take corrective action
against agents which were in violation of policies. This centralised security policy enforcement
service is similar to existing access control mechanisms such as NIS under Unix and Active
Directory under Windows. None of these systems are designed to be used over the open Internet but rather within individual organisations or companies. Further work would be needed
to investigate ways of sensibly distributing the enforcement mechanism if operation over the
Internet was required.
The interface policy languages SPDL-2 in Chapter 5 and SWIL in Chapter 6 are both languages designed to protect vulnerable web-applications i.e. applications running over HTTP.
However, the vulnerabilities they serve to protect against – specifically validating requests with
respect to type specifications and temporal automata – are general concepts which apply to any
RPC-based distributed system. Although the concrete details of the protocols may change (e.g.
to Web-Services, XML-RPC or even CORBA), provided the same types of applications are in
use, the vulnerabilities will remain and languages like SPDL-2 and SWIL will still be useful.
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To justify this claim, we now describe the applicability of these techniques first to CORBA and
then to Web-Services.
CORBA [123] allows application interfaces to be specified in an Interface Definition Language (IDL) which is then compiled into client and server code. CORBA IDL has many built-in
types including int, string, bool and float. It also has support for record types, arrays
and disjoint union types. CORBA has the concept of a request Context which is similar to
the HTTP concept of a cookie. CORBA’s built-in types negate the need for the simpler SPDL-2
typechecking. However it lacks anything as sophisticated as the arbitrary validation and transformation expressions of SPDL-2 and has no support for any kind of stateful interface checking.
Support for a variant of SPDL-2 and SWIL could be added to a CORBA IDL compiler and used
to generate “proxy classes” to enforce these policies dynamically.
“Web-Services” is the name given to a suite of protocols based around exchanging XML
documents. The Web Service Description Language (WSDL) [40] allows the specification of
application interfaces in a similar fashion to CORBA IDL. The XML documents exchanged are
typed (e.g. by XML-Schemas [59]) and, like in the case of CORBA, this typing subsumes the
simpler SPDL-2 typechecking. However, also like CORBA, there are no arbitrary validation or
transformation expressions and there is no support for any kind of stateful interface checking—
therefore SPDL-2 and SWIL are still useful to applications written in a Web-Services world.

8.1

Contributions

In summary this thesis provided the following contributions:
1. the Unified Spatial Model (USM): a spatial model capable of representing simultaneously
the physical locations of objects such as people and the virtual locations of mobile agents.
The USM is the foundation of the Mobility Restriction Policy Language (MRPL) – a
language which allows policies to be written to limit the movements of mobile agents in
an environment augmented with location sensors;
2. the language SPDL-2 which allows the expression of application-level interface security
policies in which per-request and response validation and transformation rules can be
written to protect web-applications from many kinds of common security vulnerabilities;
and
3. the language SWIL which allows the flow of control across an application interface to be
described as a sequence of operations accepted by a finite state automaton. The automaton
can be both analysed statically with a model-checker and dynamically checked with an
application-level firewall.
Together this model and these policy languages allow abstract application-level policy specifications to be written to protect against many important kinds of vulnerability. These applicationlevel policy systems have been implemented; implementation details and performance results
were provided.

8.2

Further Work

The systems presented in this thesis were intended to investigate ways of imposing policy to
protect vulnerable future ubiquitous computer systems. Simple prototypes were constructed
and analysed. In the real world things are more complex and much more effort would need to
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be expended to make the systems robust enough to deploy. Unfortunately this would require
considerably more implementation time than is available during a PhD.
However there are a number of opportunities for future research based on this thesis:
• Using a location system as part of a security mechanism places a lot of emphasis on the
reliability and integrity of the location system itself. It would be interesting to consider
what could be done to make such a system more dependable, perhaps by creating a whole
new location system or by changing the types of policy which can be expressed (e.g. rather
than saying “delete the data on this device if the device is located outside the building”
we might say “delete the data on this device if we have not been seen inside the building
for 10 minutes”).
• Spatial models like that described in Chapter 3 could be used to model non-physical
entities like network configurations (e.g. a secure network might be a separate entity from
an insecure network) as well as more physical entities (e.g. the model could include door
locks and other physical access controls).
• Although we argue that maintaining separate security policy specifications is a good
thing, it would nevertheless be useful to have a means of generating automatically at
least part of a policy for an application. Perhaps the simpler part of an SPDL-2 policy
could be generated leaving the more complicated part to human policy designers.
• The prototype implementation described in Chapter 7 had encouraging performance characteristics. However we recognise that some applications demand extremely high performance. A major overhead of the current mechanism is the need to parse HTTP messages
and HTML responses. These overheads could be eliminated if the policy could be automatically “woven” (in the sense of Aspect-Oriented Programming) into the application
source code using an automatic tool. The resulting program would have the security code
inserted where the HTTP and HTML messages are first generated, obviating the need to
parse the messages later.
• The mobility restriction policies make use of a central server with an authoritative model
of the world. It would be useful to investigate to what extent this can be distributed and
combined with a distributed location-sensing system.
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Appendix A

SPDL-2 DTD
<!ELEMENT site (policy*)>
<!ATTLIST site name
<!ATTLIST site policy_author_name
<!ATTLIST site policy_author_email
<!ATTLIST site description
<!ATTLIST site base_uri

CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA

#REQUIRED>
#REQUIRED>
#REQUIRED>
"unspecified">
#REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT policy (parameter*, uri*, cookie*, policy*)>
<!ATTLIST policy name
CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST policy description
CDATA "unspecified">
<!ATTLIST policy javascript
(Y | N) "N">

<!ELEMENT parameter (validation*, transformation*)>
<!ATTLIST parameter method
(GET | POST |
GETandPOST)
"GETandPOST">
<!ATTLIST parameter name
CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST parameter maxlength CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST parameter minlength CDATA
"0">
<!ATTLIST parameter required
(Y | N) "N">
<!ATTLIST parameter MAC
(Y | N) "Y">
<!ATTLIST parameter type
(int
| float
| bool
| string) #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT cookie (validation*, transformation*)>
<!ATTLIST cookie name
CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST cookie maxlength
CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST cookie minlength
CDATA
"0">
<!ATTLIST cookie required
(Y | N) "N">
<!ATTLIST cookie MAC
(Y | N) "Y">
<!ATTLIST cookie type
(int
| float
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| bool
| string) #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT uri (parameter*)>
<!ATTLIST uri prefix

CDATA #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT transformation
(#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST transformation htmlencode (Y | N) "Y">
<!ELEMENT validation

(#PCDATA)>
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Case Study SPDL-2
...
<policy ...>
<uri prefix="Buy.asp"
description="Do CreditCard transaction"
javascript="Y">
<parameter name="price" method="POST" maxlength="10"
minlength="1" required="Y" type="float" >
<validation> this gt 0.0 </validation>
</parameter>
<parameter name="productID" method="POST"
maxlength="10" minlength="1"
required="Y" type="int" />

<parameter name="surname" method="POST"
maxlength="30" minlength="2"
required="Y" MAC="N" type="string">
<transformation>
Transform.EscapeSingle
(Transform.EscapeDouble(this))
</transformation>
</parameter>
<parameter name="CCnumber" method="POST"
maxlength="16" minlength="16"
MAC="N" required="Y" type="int">
<validation>
let
fun first(s:string):string =
String.mid(s,1,1)
fun rest(s:string):string =
String.mid(s,2,String.length(s)-1)
fun double(s:string,a:bool):string =
if s="" then ""
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else
(if a then first(s)
else String.fromInt
(Int.fromString(first(s))*2))
++ (double (rest (s), not a))
fun sum(s:string):int =
if s="" then 0
else (Int.fromString (first(s)))
+ (sum (rest(s)))
in sum(double(this,false)) % 10 = 0
end
</validation>
</parameter>
<parameter name="expires" method="POST"
maxlength="5" minlength="5"
MAC="N" required="Y" type="string">
<validation> String.format(this,"\d\d/\d\d") and
Int.fromString(mid(s,1,2))<=12 and
Int.fromString(mid(s,1,2))> 0
</validation>
</parameter>
</uri>
</policy>
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